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Spartans win
\low Mayor’s Cup
StV\ against Santa Clara

’A..

Weather
Chilly morning,
then partly cloudy

Hi hs in the 60s

Lows in the 30s
1

Set -sine, San 10,e Some t

Since 1931

World ADS Alert
Commemoration and education were both
part of SJSU AIDS World Awareness Day

English professor Elaine
Apthorp signs
the SJSU
Memorial Sheet
outside the
Student Union
on Monday.
The sheet was
part of a World
AIDS Day
awareness
event sponsored by the
Peer Health
Education program.

Framed by a wreath of ribbons bearing the names of those who are living
with HIV or have died of AIDS, SJSU
student Alfred Perez attempts to win
a prize by guessing the correct number of condoms contained in a jar
during a World AIDS Day event held
outside the Student Union Monday.
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Founders Day recognizes San Jose’s diversity
By Jacquie Met :100411
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It’s Money, honey
Faculty members to discuss salaries
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Classroom web site opens doors to learning
usc
II. I
10,11.1
Medi Montaserl,
Instructor in the
SJSU Computer
Engineering
Department.
stands next to a
display of a Web ,
she he designed
to aid his students with their
course work. The
site features
class notes,
tests, answers to
homework questions, and other
information to
provide a closer
link between
students and
Instructor.
141111
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By IA ()berweiser
Spartan n.ity 5111WrIler
It sc /11 1111.04111 LISS 1/1.1.111W y0111
1/0ss 1111(’Xpet le(11V111.141. you wut Is
oscillate, you slept Iliiicuigli ( lass
’di lost the mites from the final
cxani review, then soul( cciilei be in
Nei 1011% 1/1 /1114e.
11 you weir unable to mem with
your tea( her during his olli( e
14/111% 10 get extra help for s
thing you didn’t understand, that
( ’cold also be a problem.
Students enrolled in computer
systems engineer Medi Montaseri’s
mit rorlimputer networks class
don’t lose any sleep over those pi issibilities.
Montaseri set up a web site on
the Internet that contains ler ture
notes from every (lass iii outline
form. It in hides homework assignments, test results, a ( ()uric
des( ription and an area for the latest news ear h week.
"My students have told ITIC that

the system wmks well 101 1111’111
bel /111Se 1 .1111 i I/411 -4111r 1111114 lin, .111(1111V% 1 .1111 .11W.W 11 /11111111tii( ate with 111, din ing my limited
14141’ 110111Pi. M01 ’laser.’ said.
S111(11.111% 111111.111 M0111iltieri
dile( tly outside ot I.tss through a
es.,
piste(’ r -mail
Instead of bilious’s’ wt long
studown notes (luting a lc,
dents are free to pay ( lose’ attention to the lel 111fe 4141 1111.1/14’1411
colic epts he is trying to get 111 Toss,
Montascri said.
SI1Ifir111% said the web site doesn’t eliminate the need to c orne to
if I didn’t come to class, I
would pr(ibably only get 50 permit of the benefits of the ( lass,"
said Thang 1)ang, one of
Montaseri’s students. "If we had
immediate questions about the
notes, we c (ruldn’t ask them."
Montaseri said students who
ditched class could possibly pass,

hilt they would
with Ira, ht.,

l the littera( unF
I hey ( otildn
appitiai It him ha it more thmough explanation during the lec1111 1’.
Rut hit students who had to miss
the lc, lure for some ireilS011, the
web slip’ saves time usually spent
( basing 111/W11 .11), Ayr student who
was in ( lass to get the notes,
Min itaseri said.
Another of Montaseri’s students,
Toting l’hung, mid it was definitely
an advantage to access the notes
before attending the lecture
het arise the students can prepare
and will get more (itit of the lecture.
Montaseri posts answers to
questions that have come up about
hiimework cur test materials. A student doesn’t have to wait until the
next (lass or available office hour
to get the answer.
Students t:iii tb k the latest
See Web, Back page
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Childhood mistake leads to search for an old friend
Finding Rebecca: Part 2

last 20 minutes was spent
The
listening to a potential
client pine about a childhood friend he’d but
long ago
:aid now is seeking re«niciliation.
loshila Wilson rifled though
sonic missing persolis forms I had
just banded him while I sipped ruy
coffee, ruminating about why I’m
Ixahering to find her.
Joshua had been best friends
with
the
subjec t,
Retie« a
Clarendon, from kindergar ten
through the seventh gi:ide.
Apparently, in an attempt to dive it
some c lassmate bullies attention
away from her who had been tormenting them both, he jomed
them in mucking her .losinia
sir ategized that by doing tins. she
would transfer out of the i Liss in
whit Ii she WaS CHI Idled With the
1/11111eS alld 100111.1, SO she WImIdn’t
endure the bullies’ punishment

for his poor athletic per formance.
The strategy backfired and within the first week of that school year,
she had not only transferred out of
the class, but of the school.joshua
never heard from Rebecca again.
Ten years later, he had heard of
my history in reuniting friends and
family members and had agreed to
meet me here at this coffee shop
to discuss the case.
"Fill those forms out to the hest
of your knowledge abtiut Ms.
Clarendon," I said. "If there’s
something you don’t know, leave it
blank. I’ll fill in the missing parts
during my investigation."
Joshua returned the forms a
week later with one of the last pictures taken of her, fie dichi’t give
me tutu h to go on, which I could
understand sir c e the subjec t was a
minor when last seen. Children
doli’t leave paper trails.
"Do y1111 really think you can
find her with just these few facts?"
he said. All I feelleellber clii iult hen

WIWAPA
JESKE
is so old."
"You’d be amazed at how the
most insignificant fact can lead to
a person s exact location," I said.
"Besides, the longer someone’s
been missing, the easier they are to
find."
Joshua provided me with only
Rebecca’s full name, her last
known address and phone number, her birthdate, physical descriptions, her parent’s names and the
schools she and Joshua attended.
Rebecca would he in her twenties HOW, So she should have a
paper trail at least five years old. I
rosseci my fingers and hoped she

enth grade and asked the bored
student office assistant if the pm-incipal was in. He was and I asked if I
could make an appointment to see
him.
I met with him the next day and
told him that I’m not a licensed
investigator, but a researcher conducting an above-ground project
to reunite two school chums.
He believes I’m legit and
excused himself to look up
Rebecca’s file. I knew he couldn t
provide me with any information
about her academic status or the
other juicy stuff which would make
my job much easier, but he could
tell me to where her transcripts
were sent. They were sent to mothCr junior high in Davis.
Within the next week I made an
appointment to see Rebecca’s
Davis junior high and subsequent
high school principals. Both were
agreeable to share what they could
legally provide.
Asking to see the Class of 1990

would still be in California. I dug
up 65 bucks and divided it into five
$13 money orders to be sent to the
Department of Health Services in
Sacramento. The money orders
were for searches of birth certificate and possibly for death and
marriage certificates. The others
were for death or divorce certificates for Rebecca’s parents.
Since I’m not a direct relative of
Rebecca’s, I couldn’t have certain
government agencies, the Social
Security agency in particular, forward a letter to any and all
Rebecca Clarendons in their databases to contact me.
It would be about a month until
would get word from the D. of H.
and I wasn’t going to wait. I’ll start
with what I have; Joshua’s and
Rebecca’s elementary and junior
high schools.
That next available weekday I
called the South Bay area junior
high school in which Rebecca only
attended the first week of the 5ev-

yearbook, it appears she became
drama
and
in
the
active
Homecoming committee. Her
were
transcripts
sent
school
high
to San Francisco State University.
Academically and socially, she
seemed to have overcome whatever alleged trauma Joshua had sub.
jected to her.
A few calls to the residence halls
and I learn there is a Rebecca
Clarendon residing in Mary Ward
Hall. I ask if I could be connected
with her extension. A few clicks
and rings later I hear a sweet voice
answer. "Hi. If you’re trying to
reach Becky or Mellany, please
leave a message and we’ll get back
to you as soon as we can. Thanks."
Gotcha. Finding this one was too
easy
William Jeshe is the Spartan Daily
Assignment Editor His three-part series
Finding Rebecca will conclude next
Tuesday.

Genocide of turkeys continues

Turkey-itis infects
many Americans
By John Louis
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Using bodies as canvases should not be stigmatized

Tattoos are artistic expression of soul
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Tattoos are a
religion. The art of
pain, love and
ecstasy. It is not
stereotypical,
cynical or
degrading.
Tattoos are fun
and creative.
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So beat the
rush, apply for
financial aid by
March 2 ... if
you want that
student loan to
be here by the
beginning of
school.
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Thanksgiving fiesta is histoare
sufAmericans
most
ry,
fering from a serious condition.
This dilapidating condition may be
characterized as "turkey-itis."
Before describing what turkeyitis is, I may as well explain what
this endemic predicament does to
a myriad of unsuspecting souls,
especially in America.
America, unlike my native Haiti,
is a modern-day Promised Land,
where food is relatively inexpensive and plentiful. This surplus of
food, however, often causes
Americans to cook too much, leading to a glut of leftovers, indulgence, obesity .., and waste.
Consequently, we waste too
much cranberry sauce, which I
don’t care for anyway; too many
sweet potatoes or yams, whichever
variety you prefer; too much stuffing, which is my favorite. Likewise,
we waste too much turkey, especially the week after Thanksgiving.
"Fo help rectify this wrong, however, I decided to do the noble
thing - I refrained from eating
turkey this Thanksgiving. I wasn’t
forced into it, either. My decision
was actually prompted by a sign
posted in A slaughterhouse that
read: "Protect an innocent turkey;
eat
smoked
ham
for
Thanksgiving."
Being impartial and merciful, 1
tried to save A turkey and a pig
from the slaughter. Therefore, 1
Ate neither for Thanksgiving. I
consider my abstinence a tremendous accomplishment, given my
carnivoou
rs instinct, personal insatiability and pre
indulgence
in pasi Thanksgiving festivities.
A turkey story that captured my
attention over the holiday season
involved a iii i l lister who received A
phone call from A fellow wanting
to have his last rites administered.
The administration of the last rites
is a at hit
tradition that gives
terminally ill people a last chance
tic «unless their sins and reserve a
plat e in purgatory.
Fearing his inqwnding death,
the r aller wanted to have his last
lite. ad lll i l loitered the day before
I hanksgiving.
"Alas, my SIM," exclaimed the
minister who Answered the phone,
"soli need to c all 4 Cntholic priest!
Aftet all, I am Prvitestant. And
Protestants dfin’t believe in last
rites."
The dying man retorted, "Never
mind yc cdlr being A Protestant,
Reverend. :an you come and pray
for MC, anyway? I desperately need
mime
much -needed
financial
advire before I kick the ’proverbial’ bucket."
"I Inw do you know you’re going
to die anyhow? Are you terminally
ill?" the preacher asked. There WAS
A very long pause as the caller
reflected on A possible answer to
the minister’s loaded question.
Concerned atxmt the man’s
mental state (if not his financial

affairs), the minister rushed to the
man’s house. Upon arrival, however, he soon discovered that the
man was a proverbial turkey playing a prank. Obviously, the clergy
was very disappointed. And, his
disappointment triggered a case of
turkey-itis of another ilk.
This other ilk of turkey-itis is different from my unique brand of
turkey-itis (which I promised to
explain earlier). My particular
brand of turkey-itis is America’s
inability to consume all its turkey
before spoilage sets in. It’s the phenomenon that shortens the gluttony of the Thanksgiving season
despite the wonders of modern
technology designed to prolong
the life expectancy of various
meats and other foodstuffs.
As for me this Thanksgiving, I
redeemed myself from my proprietary type of turkey-itis. The lurid
of turkey-his that, since the institution of Thanksgiving, has been
causing my fellow Americans to
scramble for the medicine cabinet
to alleviate such symptoms as abdominal bloating, constant
burping, sour stomach, a systemic
digestive breakdown - not tic
mention the extra insulation
(poundage) around America’s collective waistline.
Because of these health hazards,
I wonder whether America will
ever learn to spare these poor,
helpless birds? Instead of the
eagle,
perhaps
(as Thomas
Jefferson suggested) we should
have decorated the turkey the
national bird - an honor that
would have brought it respect and
dignity. Such dignity, as we have
incontrovertibly conferred upon
the eagle, would probably have
spared millions of innocuous
turkeys from the genocidal tendency that facilitates our traditional Thanksgiving celebration.
Undoubtedly. America’s genocidal proclivity causes these innocent turkeys to cramp up in their
cages in disbelief, gobbling, shuddering as if they were questioning
humanity’s supposed sanity the day
before Thanksgiving.
Before the 1997 Thanksgiving, I
certainly hope some intelligent
turkey will paint a sign (analogous
to the one in front of the slaughterhouse) that reads: "A bird that
gobbles down its own kind is
unclean." Perhaps such a clever
axiom may persuade turkeys of
varying dietary persuasions, carnivorous and vegetarian alike, to
observe the niles of mixlern civility
and stop the carnage of their notsr,-intelligent counterparts.
For the sake of future generations of turkeys (of the animalistic
genre) and the restoration of our
sanity, may God save the turkey
race froni the annihilation being
perpetrated by the human race,
thus delivering America itself from
turkey-itis conclusively!
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PEOPLE
All the gossip that’s fit to print

p.m.; Hal Todd Theatre; call
Cindy 924-4664
ASME
Committee Meeting; 6:30
p.m.; English, room 137; call
Mike 283-0835

a.m.-4 p.m.; Tower Lawn; call
Harriet 9245945

TODAY

Afghan Student Association
Dan Studies; 1:30-3:30 p.m.;
Student Union, Guadalupe
Room; call Lath (510)794-7735

be Campus
*Daily mass; 12:05-12:30 p.m.;
*Pizza 84 Faith Discussion;
John X111 Center, across from
the SJSU theater; call 938-1610

School of Art k Design
*Tuesday Night Lecture Series:
Prof. Cassandra Lehman and
computer art graduate students;
5-6 p.m.; Art Building, room
133; call Andy 924-4330
Art
Galleries
*Student
Receptions; 6-8 p.m.; Art
Building and Industrial Studies,
call Gallery Office 924-4330

Library Sales Unit
See Wednesday entry
Department of Nutrition
% Body Fat Composition
Testing; 1-3 p.m.; Central
Classroom building, room
103; call Kim 924-3110
German Club
Film: "Tin Drum" - German
with subtitles; 7 p.m. Sweeney
rooni 100; call Romey
924-4616

SJSU Staff Holiday Artique
Arts & Crafts Fair; stafrcreated
arts and crafts, music, hourly
prize drawings, free refreshments; Thursday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tower Hall lobby; call 924-1576

Plrilosophy Department
Series: "Nishituni’s Nietzsche
and the Problem of the Will" Prof. Robin Roth; Noon;
Student Union, Almaden
Room; call 9241317

WEDNESDAY
SJSU Fantasy & Strategy Club
Weekly meeting - White Wolf
Open Gaming; 5-10 p.m.;
Student Union, Costanoan
room; call 924-7097

Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc.
Blanket-Clothes Drive; Dec. 213; bring items to the Moulder
Mail Room) call Ja’Niece 9246409

Dept. Nutrition & Food Science
% Body Fat Composition
Testing; 3-4:30 p.m.; Central
Classroom Building, room 103;
call Kim 9243110

Career Center
Co-Op Orientation; 1:30 p.m.;
Student Union. Costanoan
room; call Career Resource
Center 924-6033

Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship
Making Every Fruit Count:
Being Fruitful for Christ; speaker Jerry Chung; 7:30 p.m.:
Student Union, Guadalupe
Room

SJSU World Music
8 p.m.; Music Building.
Concert Hall; call 293-4400
Education
Prevention
Prognun
The Jeep/Eagle Collegiate
Health & Fitness Tour; 10

School Touring Ensemble
"Romeo & Juliet"; 12:30-1:30

"1 dint ’t know whether 1 should be proud or
think it’s silly, since rock-and-roll died so long ago,"
she told The New York Times in a story published
Monday. "Today’s music isn’t rock-and-roll ...
There’s no happy, rolling push beat to it."
These days, the folkie icon is listenitig to Debussy,
country’s old Sons of the Pioneers and "some
Stravinsky I’d overlooked."
The 53-year-old Mitchell is also looking for the
daughter she gave up for adoption when she was a
20-year-old art student in Canada.
"The good news is that I’m clean now, and I have
no skeletons," she said. "But I wcirrv, because there
are a lot of things she should In low, lieu genetic
background, what daseases she’s prone m it would he nice, too, "if she t mild meet her
grandpa’ ems while they’re still alive."

Wedding rumor wrong

Sponsored Programs Faculty
Development
"Application of an Urban
Planning Model "; 4-5:30 p.m.;
University Club; call Kirsten
924-2499

Weekly Calendar

Library Sales Unit
Give a Book for Christmas
Ongoing
Book
Sale
Donations welcome; 10 a.rn.-3
p.m.; Donations & Sales Unit;
Wahlquist Library North 408
& Clark Library lobby; call
Acq. Dept. 42705
Pre-Optometry Club
Meeting; 4:30 p.m.; Duncan
Hall, room 249; call Yen 2632435
Canterbury
Episcopal
Comunity
*Dinner & Forum; 5:30-7 p.m.;
Weeldly Holy EucharistNoon;
St. Paul’s Church (across San
Salvador from dorms, near
10th St.); call Anna 293-2401
Delta Sigma Pi
Event
Professional
Effective
"Conducting
7:30
p.m.;
Negotiations";
Student Union, Almaden
room; call Heather (408)2295266
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass; See Tuesday entry
Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning Salsa; 7:30-9:30
p.m.; SPX 89; call 924-SPIN
Sikh Students Association
Last Meeting; 12:30 p.m.;
Student Union, Guadalupe
room; call Lakhi 926-3922
The Chinese Language Club
Guest Speaker: Prof. Wen-Shu
Lee, "Chinese Women in
History"; 12:30 p.m.; Sweeney
Hall, room 346; call 924-4623

Call off the caterers. A publiLONDON (AP)
cist for Brad Pitt says there’s no truth to the latest
claim that he and Gwyneth Paltrow are planning a
wedding.
A British magazine reported Monday that the
glamour couple were engaged over Thanksgiving
and plan to be married in March.
Here magazine quoted an unidentified film
industry executive who said Pitt, 32, popped the
question in Argentina, where he is filming ’Seven
Years in Tibet. The source said Pitt sent an assistant to Los Angeles to pick up a diamond iing for
his 23-year-old sweetheart.
"It’s completely fabricated," Pitt’s publi( km Cindy
Guagenti said Monday. "It’s not true, This same
rumor keeps perpetuating for months."
The couple met two years ago on the set of
"Seven," Pitt ’s thriller about the hunt for a serial
killer. Their pictures cropped up everywhere this
summer with the release of Pahrow’s "Emma."
Earlier this year, Pahrow told People magaiine
that her hither told her not to marry an actor
because they are "vain and insecure."
"Brad is the one good one and I got him." she
said.

Post no ill will
Si nbad wants to reasARLIN( ’..111
(Al’)
sure the nation’s mail ( arriets: lies just kidding!
In "Jingle All the Way," the comic plays warped
postman MV1.0111 I.:native, who’s battles with Arnold
Schwarzeneggei tor it S01(1-0111 10 Illl’V’ve promised
to their soils.
Larabre pi etends packages ale bombs, and at
one point shouts, "Raninet King! Rodney King!" :is
lit is subdued by secIllit% guards.
don’t go postal. Sinbad says.
I Lite! ( ,l1 1 S
"It’s a cONIEDY," he said in Monday’s 1:SA
lodat. "St MEONE is going to be made fun of.
Next we’ll be wondering, ’Wliat will the (hug lovers

Electric Leno
DETROIT (Al’) It’s drivers, keepers, Jay I alio
says. The c ar4ofing host of "The .fonight Show %nit
Jay It-no" had fun test-driving the EN’1, the new
electric car brim General Motors, saying it had a
"certain cat het."
When GM said it would only olio ihe cat Mr
lease, he de( Oral not to add it to his substantial «4 let lion.
"As soon ,ms I heaol :Mout that, I lost interest,"
Len. told Automotive News in all into sills’ 1)111)11 \11(11 N1011(1,IV. "1 (1011.1 Inn something and give it
hat k used. ..$.11 the cats I’ve (let had I still own."
..l ’s lease-, mills (lei ision was made to allas the
Wats or potential m ustomei about the ills I esale
tabu.. 1 he 1.,V1 bet times available Thursday at
ted (kakis in the S011111WCS1. 1A.1110 ( 0110:11011
ram-’
F01(I Imimhigmi, .150-1, .111t11 "1011(
III(
’emit lull mpli in 3.11sec (aids, and a 1934
that
Hat k Nhopliv Ihiesenbeig speedstei that lie
bought 1, a $.1.)0,1i011.

Singer inspires pianist

Mitchell ambivalent
iuu Mitt hell isn’t s0 stile
N
/RK (:11.1
what to think aim. nit het liJim, luring Milo( runt into
the Rot k and R4,1111.1114,1 Eune.

SJSU Staff Holiday Artique
See Tuesday entry

Ian pianist Cyrus
SANTA ..\ NA, Calif. (AP)
(:hestinit admits he (min e win tied about becoming
Itattle-st arred.
Ilie eu !aimed intasit ian was net tous about 4)11a1)1nating with tqwi a soptatit, Kathleen Piatile,
has a teputation fin being tempt.: amental.
"I had heal d how she 55.15 %1111)0M11 10 bl’..111(1 I
viAs trembling in my shoes," Chestnut told the
()tangy (:titititt Register "Then she t anie in and 1
was mesinet iied. She knows what she wants and
she’ll ger it how toil. She’s inspiring."
k’s
liarile, who v,..is limed Irom New
Metiopolitaii 4)1111 .1111 199.1 tot "imp olessional"
t multi( I. is legal (led as one ot the most gated lyric
sophini is ot het generation.
Chestnut ty.is on the hill with Rattle ,it New iln k’s
1 ii4,111 Centel last year li,esides his tin mitt %%Ink
with het tot the album "So Man% Stat s," they will
pet lotto togethri Wednesday in Cant nos.

BRING ANIMATION TO LIFE (YOURS)
WE’RE Now RECRUITING AMERICA’S NEXT GENERATION OF GREAT ANIMATORS.
)(mo -11(mtt ti- t(mor talent. Anil \tell -11(mtt y(mo
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Sports
at a
glance

Spartans
steal cup
from SCU

Results

Saint-Jean, SJSU
dominate Broncos
during 76-65 victory

San Jose State University

Spartan Daily

By Matt Romig
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Men’s basketball
The Spartans won the
Mayors Cup by defeating
Santa Clara Sunday, 75-65

Women’s basketball
SJSU failed to win its first
game of the season when
they lost to Santa Clara on
Sunday.

Schedule
Men’s basketball
The team plays
Pepperdine today in
Malibu. The next home
game for the Spartans is
7:30 p.m. Monday at the
Event Center.

Women’s basketball
Today, the Spartans play
of CSU Sacramento

Swimming
The swim team takes part
in the Speedo Cup in
lor iii Beach herr ir ling on
Thursday The ti trim Hien
hosts Sari f rani ra o State
litiiversily rind ( .51
Hayward at the Aquatic
Center 130 pm. Saturday.

Hockey
This weekend the hockey
club takes part in the
’old Rush Tournament
r,iirlriing at 7 45 p m
Oro
f ri( fay in the I«.
against Par it, If it It.
iartar is win. 9 .y will play
111 that tournamer it finial
7 45 p m Saturday

Rugby
Sr itiirday. the rucji yr ut,
P stir ipates in the
Stanford 1Us k,,irn,t uiniir it
in Palo Alto

Olivier Saint -jean stole thu
(:111.) Irtint Sat II:1 (111 it I’111%11%11V
lie .tlso it mcd, 11,01111(1111, aSSiS1(11
anfl bloc ked it :11,1N 11(1111 tile lit ()mos,
as the Spartan 111111’s t):14C11):111 !earl,
posted a I "min, ing 7ti-ti7i win at San
lose Al et la.
"Olivici. what an I say, look at that
line," Spatial’ Coat h Stan M1.1 r1,0,11
sairltmtlyiing Saint-jean ’s ’27 -point,
two -blot k and
10-iebotind,
thrte-asiast pfr
main e.
Inearl SlItt111(111% ui
lad us
ihi lust limit "
I lie 1,1, titi iard vi-as neatly unstoppable in the ol,ening hilt, :Ls the
’iron( its shined between /one and
man tolitan fluidises, lint rattly double teartid1 the 1 titan imiitg All-liig %Vest
pei tinnier
Saint -jean st old! urn tIl angles in
tile fit %I 211 ’ninnies, making nine t if I I
shois and is, fire thiows tin 21
nanni
pointsI n
14one stick h,
iillfl 13 1,1 Ci j,, Hits Ittl
ii {-lam
111(’ Spar 1.1115
1 lii lair its I I 1; 1,gati dttithlt
alit 1 11 11,11. !cawing Saint jean in the
se, ond hall. Niel! IYJII tA111 1 11 .111111
H11111 S.11111 1,111
11I
11 lit
Vtat, siti Itt11111 1111 IA all list 151 lolit
1111’111111s
IEiii 111. 1111 1 1..1‘,111 .1111111011
iii,oilier
shifted Saint jean ’s
the garlic And interims
asp,
5e5e11
points,
he hail six
Its" ,ISSIN11 .111t1
I eh. Mild’,
ot ket I slit as.
t tuft lit i qop hini
t
"I et s
’,night.- Santa (.1.11.1 lift 1)1,
11.1%.1 said "It he had %%awedi su tll
21 in iii, stitul hall, lit’
d.nie it.
lit
’lit’ 41ci ill It, ss.1111.
III’ in 1 Ill’ suit’ 1 11.111. %,1111 11 1,t us it
.111 Itit
St.ning, ui ol hint nimble tor the
riea lilt,, III is N..1,4 ill, S.11111 it’all 1)1.1%111
1-i shots.
11 11111111115 .11111 111.1,11 12
lie was ishistled tin tads Once bin’s,
with ;tea i ate what ii’ n inning in the
lust hill
Saint lean said he enti.ed thawing
Santa Clara.
multiple (blenders It
.t Want that hail will 1 111’ 1.1,1
mi holing the hist
meetings wilt
Ciists
Sits is it I
"It the% double alltl 11 11.1I’ 11’.1111,
li.tt is
1 11.11 git 01.- ’saint Ir.111 ’,tut
sttll this
Is usli.il sti is,titi 1.1t
1 III/ 1 111111 ..11I .11 Illt 11 11’.1111 1111111W
4u 11114 it’ get
-I ill1, 1 itt ..1t1t
iitsi,lsitt ui1 Olt %.11. .le wain is going
1..
maids Iliad frtiin,,n mid I ilk,
.11,11.111/1 .1 ,.11 I It 51 1.11111.1111g
1,11., .1. I, II,. 1.21111111 iii I,
S.1111.1
1.’111 ,d 111111 11111. io,1111. t,ttitls4 or .1
l’t ’tills
111,
bad
-I !to night
I’, 51 game It, 11a, Itlas111 111,
Pt, MAW.t
111 .11 S.111
,511.11 hills %sill! NI,.
()moil
At 11 11,4 111

itl 111 21 ttt1111, anti 111.11 It

I’M /1 1/S 151’ SEA, (.41
SIANIAN
(Above) SJSU power forward Ken Kavanagh leaps over the Santa Clara
Broncos’ bench while hustling to save a ball Sunday at the San Jose
Arena.
(Right) Spartan Brad Guinet, who scored 19 points including four threepointers, takes charge in the Spartans 76-65 victory over the Santa
Clara Broncos, giving the school its first Mayor’s Cup trophy.

LH \pm’ ii, 70’ MUM! ’t Atop hint tonight. If he had
wonted to Vow 21 in the second hall he probably could
have done it.
Dick Davey
Santa Clara University head coach
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lilt’ NI 1 ell 11
lu
1.1i, II
Ii’
stuili Illt SI tat titus u,,’ t,’ 111/111111g off a
tills Santa Claia nailed
late
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l’,11 -/
111 ft.!!! I
Disi Timed sh.iiiiing allowed the
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shuts
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Spartoons

Fteslittian bold Wits, hing s, "led
1 ’1 ’,into, ti. lead three Santa Clara
plawis in double ligui es It,, natne
iii San 11,W, Wilt/ attended %Iowa Vista
High St In oil. also took his turn at
guanling Saint Iran in the second half
lint S111111.1% N.IS this 1,.1 Saint -jean
IIII gainv’s final
Itt shint..e. lit did
A ii.tSs 11 (Jilt
pla% %%hen he
Aslant dunk
anti heal Ow 1.11//11
ke n M ot is, n . % hit sees his star
VttaS
pet bun 111 Clal 5 11.1% 111 pia(
titipiessed In the thspla% it Allem
ii ,uhtts
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telonitifis %%hew he
1 Ilan head and shoulders
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Wednesday Extravaganza ...after 101)111...
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Ban remains on automated sales calls
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SAN FRANtiStr (Al’) 1 he telejrlione sales
pill hes vs...ran slop. and they’ll la-oh:slily still r rnrie at
,Iiiinerinne. but the I. S. Stir erne Count has issstired
that there at least will be a human being on the other
end to lirar son slain cloys") the rer elver.
1 he c rail I ill Mi(11(lity liltiii dl t a Crilifornia Iran
ii fully automated sales pitr lies, those of ten annoying calls that liv to fredrIle ai pet-) leaning rriai 111(1(.4,
Mrs, ( re(111 I (ads .(11(1 a host of other pyrrhic ts mu

These calls are an extreme
nuisance and an invasion ofprivay.
Mari Fogelman
Attorney

Vii es

sit
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- flies, ills lie ati extreme tiiiisain t- and an invasion of pi nac ," said .,ttoinev Mirk Fogelman of the
I Ile

state Public l’tilities Commission. "We believe that if
the laws had not been upheld, the use of such
mar limes wcruld have greatly proliferated."
I he leder al government alld 42 other states have
laws resift( mu; automated sales calls. The federal law
was upheld in Feln nary 1995 by the 9th U.S. Circuit
Com Iol Appeals.
I he ,ippellate (tiling is binding on federal courts in
the nine 1Vestern states within the 9th Circuit.
William Bland was using the automated railing
rky, f(,/ Ins i at pc(-( leaning business in 1994 when

an irritated caller complained to Pacific Bell and the
state PUC. The telephone company then notified
Bland that it would cut off his service unless he started
using live operators.
Bland stopped using the devices. But he and the
National Association of Telecomputer Operators tiled
a federal lawsuit challenging the state laws on freespeech grounds.
A federal judge upheld the California laws. The 9th
Circuit court agreed last July, saying the laws are a
legitimate efiiirt to protect residential privacy and prevent disruption at businesses.
Bland’s attorney, Rex Heinke, and the telecomputer group argued that automated sales pitches could
be restricted by setting up "do not call" lists of people
who say they don’t want to receive such calls.
Heinke said automatic dialing devices forced his
client out of the carpet-cleaning business and unfairly
targets small business owners who don’t have the
resr rurces to hire live operators.
"Small business people like Mr. Bland simply can’t

afford to use live operators," Heinke said. "It hurts
small businesses."
He added that the reason behind California’s law
was to uphold consumer privacy.
"But this does not protect consumer privacy
because it doesn’t prohibit people from calling you as
long as they have live operators," Heinke said.
Consumer groups countered that recorded sales
pitches are bothersome and can lead to scams on
unsuspecting consumers.
"First of all, it’s harassment," said Mark Cooper of
the Consumer Federation of America. "Second, it
doesn’t give you a chance to determine the nature of
what’s going on. There ought to be someone there
that you can say we’re now about to enter into a transaction. That sort of notion of consent is critical."
Fogelman estimated that the machines could dial
up to 1,000 numbers an hour and were being used by
more than 180,000 solicitors to call 7 million people a
day.
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Thousands call for Serb leader’s resignation
Protest over annulled opposition victories continues
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP)
Defying a government warning, tens of
thousands of people demonstrated against
Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic
Monday during a snowstorm and said
they’ll face down his powerful police if
necessary.
About 10,000 students marched in
downtown Belgrade despite the wintry
weather, then later in the day 60,000 people jeered and pelted government buildings with snowballs.
The protests, the largest and most sustained ever against the Serbian leader,
have become daily events since a court two
weeks ago annulled opposition victories in
local elections.
The crowd chanted, "Let’s go, all-out
attack! Red ban-lits1 Thieves!" in front of
government buildings. Monday’s protesters also bombarded the state-run Borba
publishing house, a Milosevic mouthpiece,

with snowballs.
Although the protests started because of
the elections, demands have quickly
increased to include Milosevic’s resignation.
Some 100,000 people turned out
Sunday in a frigid mix of rain and snow to
march through the capital. A crowd of
150,000, the largest so far, marched
Saturday.
Authorities have tolerated the demonstrations. The speaker of the Serbian parliament said Sunday that a crackdown may
be coming against the protests, which he
called a "pro-fascist rampage."
Monday’s protest featured students carrying signs saying "We are not fascists."
In a sign that Milosevic has decided to
curb the protests, a local court sentenced
five opposition activists to unspecified
prison terms, said the opposition coalition
Zajedno, or Together.

The coalition said the five were brought
to trial for throwing eggs at government
buildings. But it accused authorities of
ignoring legal procedures by not informing anyone how long the jail sentences
were, or where the five would be held.
Opposition leader Vuk Draskovic said
government foes should not be afraid of
police warnings.
There was no visible police presence
around Monday’s rally. But witnesses said
busloads of police apparently arriving
from other parts of Serbia were being
deployed in Belgrade suburbs.
They said that policemen with portable
radios took up positions on house roofs or
in entrances.
"If Belgrade shows that it is not afraid,
the victory will be ours,"’ Draskovic told
the independent Index radio station. We
are half a step away from our victory."
He said the demonstrations should be

peaceful. "Well beat violent e with nonviolence," Dniskovit said.
The protesting students sent an open
lcuter to the police saving "we don’t want
violence. Words are air only weapon."
an Djindjic, ;it a
Opposition leader
rally in Nis, Serbia’s second-largest city,
told independent Index radio that the
demonstrations would spi cad "to another
six or seven towns. ’11. he network til potest
and civil disobedient e is taking hold."
There were unconfirmed indications of
compromise:
*One independent lad& st_thou I epoturd that Western diplomats Welt Ii sing to
mediate between Milosevit nitthe opposition.
Belgrade’s independent 151....1A news
agency quoted some es ( lose to the leadei ship of Milosevi( ’s icialist Pal ty as saving
he was preparing to hit some party hal d liners, including the leader in Nis. I lie
source, idio was not identified, said
Milosevic was iii a "blind alley" bei.iiise he
(Mild till undo the tie( tion tesulls but

also recognized how much they had damaged him.
Belgrade long has been an opposition
stronghold. Nis was a Milosevic bastion
until it turned against him because of economic woes.
The economy is suffering from mismanagement, corruption and 3 1/2 years of
economic sanctions imposed because
Milosevic instigated wars in Croatia and
Bosnia as the old Yugoslav federation
broke up.
About half of Serbia’s workers are
unemployed, mid It wages have driven
lino poverty. Industrial workers have
tit it come out in great numbers for the
p must».
In recent years, hundreds of thousands
of young, well-educated people have left
Serbia, either because they did not want to
join the army or to seek better opportunities elsewhere.
The current generation of students
,ippears to have fewer options, and seems
more determined to fight Milosevic.

Refugee exodus ceases, group moving into Zaire
GOMA, Zaire (Al’) The flow
of returning Rwandan refugees
slowed to a trickle Monday and
reconnaissance planes found one
large group of refugees moving
away from Rwanda.
Thirty miles north of the border
town of Goma, the Nyamulagira
volcano burned orange and red on
the horizon today after erupting
Sunday. Lava flows ribboned down
in a remote, largely uninhabited
area, apparently causing no danger to the refugees.
More than 150,000 Rwandan
refugees were seen by surveillance

planes near Biriko, 45 miles southwest of Goma, said Ray Wilkinson,
spokesman for the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees. The
group was moving northwest along
the Iowa River Valley toward
Walikale, 90 miles northwest of
Goma.
It appeared those refugees moving deeper into Zaire were being
led by Rwandan Hutu militias "and
probably have no intention of
returning home," Wilkinson said.
A U.N. team also reached the
Zairian town of Numbi, on the
west coast of lake Kivu, but found

only small groups of refugees
Sunday, none numbering more
than 100, Wilkinson said.
They seemed to be in poor condition but were moving toward
Goma, the crossing point for more
than a half-million Rwandans who
have returned home the past two
weeks after 2 1/2 years in exile.
They had fled to Zaire in fear of
retribution for a Hutu-led massacre of at least 500,000 minority
Tutsis in 1994.
The Rwandan Hutu militias,
responsible for the massacre, have
been fighting the Zairian rebels

who seek to oust President 111(ibutu
Sese Se ko.
On Sunday, Zaire lodged a loimal protest with Uganda, saying
Ugandan soldiers had helped the
Zairian rebels take of Beni, a town
150 miles north of Goma. This
enlarged the territory ( min led
ol
Milan«.
rebel
the
by
Democratic Forces for I dictation
to a 340-mile strip along Zaii l.’s
border with northern lint undi, the
whole length (if Rwanda, and a
third the length of liganda.
’he Voice of Zaiie tadio station
said Mobutu had extended IA I:,

(LW‘,
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mor mug. rause,’ Slliiielilt,
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It is ed .Aci the 1.0,1 Ii is.ANI1
.111 NIondav and
111,1\
1111,
winds Nei% the }Luc
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active in the early 1980s, is one of
the eight volcanoes in the Virunga
range that runs from Rwanda to
Zaire. Only two, Nyamulagira and
actiVe.
NVil agongo,
In 1994, when the Hutu
ref rigees were fleeing Rwanda,
Nvilagrrirgrr became active, causing
tremendous amounts iii sinoke
and billies that Creaied restmatori;
probleilis for refugees and residents.
The volt anic range is home to
about orre-third of the remaining
mountain gorillas in ilie world.

Cuba holds parade
HAVANA (Al’) Cuba staged
its first military parade in a decade
on Monday, celebrating the 40th
anniversary of a guerrilla landing
in Cuba that launched the victorious revolution led by Fidel Castro.
Wearing his olive-green military
uniform, the 70-year-old Castro
sits id with other heroes of the
1959 revolution as hundreds of
horsemen, soldiers and veterans of
the uprising marched passed a
backdrop of anti-ain raft missiles,
tanks and jet planes parked in
Revolutit iii Plaza.
hree MiG-29 jets soared overhead and revolutionary slogans
boomed
loudspeakers
from
beneath a huge outline portrait of
revolutionary icon Ernesto "Che"
Guevara: "Long live a free Cuba!
Long live our commander in
chief,. Socialism or death! We will
triumph!"
It was a modest display compared with those staged in earlier
decades, when Cuba put on Sovietstyle parades of machinery as well
as men in motion. There were no
speeches by Castro or other Cuban

leaders Monday.
But the celebration was another
message to Cuba’s people that the
country is slowly overcoming the
economic crisis brought on by the
collapse of its socialist allies. As
Cuba’s economy declined in
recent years, parades and celebrations were cut bat k dramatically to
save money. Near the front of the
parade were aging veterans from
the 1956 landing of the Grmuna, a
boat carrying 82 revolutionaries
who trained for more than a year
in Mexico to try to topple dictator
Fulgencio Batista.
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Le islature: 1997 session be ins
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
- The
1997 session of the California Legislature
was gaveled to order Monday, as lawmakers old and new- began the prof ess id crgatciiccig themselves for the I 1(111111g veal.
lit sr order of business was the VS1411)1141Melli of a new hill al ( I1V iii the .-Assernbls-,
where Demo( rats tic ;twined the minor its.
tics in the national
they lost to
CAW landslide of 1994

1/.1 11-11. pl(Wer 111 VI/111 spitit, IV/

ly felt. Thit Is -two of the Assembly members are new; of. that 32, however, four are
former assemblymen and a fifth is a senatill returniiig to the lower house.
The Sellifie has 10 new members, hut
eight are inoing (iver from the Assembly
and (me mom is a former assemblywoman.
(Jo,
Bustainante,
a
43-year-old
I )rmo( rat I1011111 Flesno, was nominated for
speaker, replacing Assemblyman Curt
Pr nigh., a Garden Grove Republican who
held the speaker’s i hut for less than a

IlleNhas

deluti the oppressed, !aim- the fallen, feed
the hungry, lift up the weak and euei be
mindful of the needs of the people of this
‘11.111.,. Games pi aNt(1.
1 he A.ssertibly session began a few minutes later, with smill,u ((lemons.
Demo( rats in 19’17 isull ( (mu ol the H1)Inemix-1 lower c hanibei with a timpani, of
43-37. 1)erno( tam control of the -1( tinetnbet Senate With
seriously I hreatened,
and they hold a 2 4- Ill ails antage them,
with one independent
1111’
vie( lilac mai keg! the hist
11111e (hal Olt slit ig of milli 1111111S WAS %Vide

Selli111(IS Were 5551/111 111 1111,1111111, .11111

noon, after singing the National Anthem,
an invocation ii, the Rev. Winifred Gaines,
and the Pledge of Allegian, v.
"We beg you to help and defend them

out of the way, lawmakers will likely
adjourn today and not meet again until
January, when the everyday work of the
session will begin.
The incoming Legislature will be woi king with Goy. Pete Wilson, a Republican in
the final two years (if his second four-year
term. Wilson c, barred by the state constitution h om seeking a din(’ term.
Early next month, lawmakers will hear
tr(mi licilson on the State of the State, an
address whit h will be MII,iwed by the submission of the gover ttici 5 budget recommendations bit the following fiscal year.

speakership - infighting that was engineered by former Speaker Willie Brown,
now the mayor of San Francisco.
If elected, Bustamante would be the first
Latino elected speaker.
"Cruz is my friend, Cruz is my brother,
but I do not stand here today to nomit tate
him only because he is my friend, only
because he is my brother," said
Assemblyman Antonio Villaraigosa, D- Los
Angeles. "I nominate him as speaker of
this house because Cruz Bustamante is a
leader."
Once election of the Assembly speaker
and a few other housekeeping issues are

Neal.
first Near ()I the GOP’s two-vear
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Wednesday, Dec.1 530 - 7:00PM
Trinity Cathedral
SI N. Second Street - San Jose
Join us or call for more info:
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EVENT MARKETING
NEEDS A RELIABLE, PROFESSIONAL,
OUTGOING. GOAL ORIENTED, EVENT MANAGER TO
PROMOTE UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE MARKETING PROGRAM

BOOKSTORE

You’ve got to be kidding I

150 S. First Street at the Pavilion,

111(

III,

PRO PERFORMANCE MARKETING

You’ve got to be outgoing, personable, crazy
enthusiastic, intelligent and fun to be around.

Now hiring for all position5!

1 1111

I linen. 1..15

EPISCOPAL C4A7ERBURY COMMUN/TY

We’re not, if you think this sounds like you, apply in
person at San J056 Live Monday -Friday between
10am-6pm or visit our booth at the Student Union.
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spacewalks of crew
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lowel R11’111/111 Rilet al ea.
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RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE STAFF MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY/QUALITY CONTROL AND COORDINATING
EVENT LOGISTICS WITH ADMINISTRATION CONTRACTS
PAID INTERNSHIP AVAILABLE ON A PART T!ME BASIS

CALL SARA OR ANNE
FOR MORE INFO. 1-800-377-1924.

INTERNSHIP

Spartan Dail

San Joe. State University
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Star collision caused dinosaur extinction, scientists say
JERUSALEM (AP) - Israeli scientists have a new theory on why
the dinosaurs became extinct: cosmic radiation that bombarded the
Earth following the collision of two
neutron stars.
Physicists from the Space
Research Institute at the Technion
University in Haifa theorize that
the mass extinction 65 million

years ago was caused by the merg-

ing of twin stars near the Earth
inside the Milky Way galaxy.
This collision created a deadly
wave of cosmic radiation that
destroyed the protective layers of
the Earth’s atmosphere, frying vegetation and obliterating most animal life, the researchers say.
"The study is actually an attempt

to solve the biggest murder case in
the history of life on Earth," said
Arnon Dar, a physics professor at
the Technion, who with colleagues
Nir Shaviv and An Lior is submitting the theory for publication in a
scientific journal.
There have been several theories that astral radiation caused
mass extinctions.

David N. Schramm, an astrophysicist at the University of
Chicago, suggested last year that
exploding stars called supernovas
could have caused another mass
extinction that killed 95 percent of
all life 225 million years ago.
Dar said supernovas could not
have caused all six mass extinctions
that swept over the Earth in the

last 650 million years.
"The rate of supernova explosion is not great enough to explain
the 100 million year extinctions,"
Dar said. "But the merging of neutron stars could be responsible."
Twin stars merge every day
somewhere in the universe, producing radiation in the form of
gamma and cosmic rays that strike
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EMPLOYMENT

DAY CARE TEACHERS
P/TESPUNMENT-AlliEFIC DEPT. Small World Schools is hiring PIT
Reed’s Sport Shop
and F/T teachers for our school926-3020 Ask for Jim.
age day care programs in San
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in
EARN $1000 PER WEEK AS A (CE, Rec, Psych, Soc. or Educ
COUBM ROMESENTATIVL
required. These may be completed
Our compeny provides OnTheJob or you be currently enrolled. Call
Training in major Radio/TV
379-3200 x20.
Stations for Onslir Positions, DJ,
News, Sports. Also Technical
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
FT/PT positions awailable with
Positions in Major Recording
Studios, Video & Rim Production Infants, Toddlers, Preschool &
Houses. P/T, Nights, W/E
School Age. Great advancement &
No Exp. Req. Call Phillip Trout
growth opportunity. Good benefits.
1900301-2323.
Immediate openings. ECE units
preferred. Call PRIMARY PLUS
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT. 408-370-0357.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV.
599W, San Carlos St Si. 971-7557.
NUTRITION RETAIL PT/FT
Experience Preferred
Ask for Dennis, 9932211.
JOIN PEW ELECIRONE Dlebbulke
CyberSource Corporation - Internet
distributer of software to corporate LOOKING FOR A GREAT opportunity
to wok for a great company during
developers needs:
Experienced technical support/ the holiday vacation? Check out
interface w/ customers regarding the following opportunity at
Hewlett-Packard!
downloaded software.
*Knowledgable Engneering interns We need someone to asset us b a
to support UKI( hardtase &software short-term software testing project
on workstations. Install, configure, at our Sunnyvale site during Dec.
troubleshoot workstatios & network. 15, 1996 to Jan. 15, 1997. This will
Both jobs require hands-on be a temporary work assignment.
experience with UNIX, TCP/IP, Essential FunctWns:
workstations. Familiar with HTML Perform user testing on the Visual
8, PEARL. PT during school year, Diagnostic Authoring Environment
system based on functional spedFT other. $13.75/hour.
iilqualfied, get ntisumetoDdiSilan, fications. This is a Windows based
Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485. application running on Windows
Wndows 95 and Windows NT.
E-mail: rsillangemail.sjsu.edu
Applicant should be:
Fax: 924-3883. Call: 924-3928.
Junior. Senior or Grad Student
PAID BASKETBALL OFFICIALS at Familiar w/ Whims envirchnents
South Valley Family YMCA. On "Have used graphical Windows
Satudays. 8am.3pm. Dec. 14 aro applications fairly extensively
Have developed some Windows
March 15. Pays S5.5097/hr.
Training provided. Call 226.9622.
applizatiore usirg Vm C. Wt.
For immediate consideration for
N EED CHRISTMAS CASH?
this opening, please send your
Valet psten needed 11/2a-12/29 resume to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn.
Giervn Goodson. 1266 Kifer Road,
at Stanford Shopping Center.
Apply by telephone (415)340-3444. MS 113)0, Sunnyvale. CA 94036 or.
email: glenn_goodsondhp.com .
TEACHER-School Age Program Hewlett-Packard Company is an
26pm. 12 ECE weld Located neer equal opportunity employer.
campus & htrail. Exceleit salary 8,
benefits. Cal doh 403/4537533.
ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a
part-time job that won’t conflict
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR with your class schedule? Join the
FT & PT positions avail in busy teaching team at the NAEYC
whole foods restaurant. All shifts accredited child care center at
avail, flex hrs. 57.5048.00/hr to Good Sam Hospital. We have FT
start. 7339446, ask for Wendy or and PT closing shifts available.
Victor. Must be 18 + years.
15 days/week until 6:45pm) Minimum of 12 ECE units: experience
EARN EXTRA $$$
required. Salary range: $9$10.30
Cleaning Carpets 1 or 2 regas/wk per hot. FM resume: 4C655EF2619
and/or weekends. We train.
acal4036E92453.
Start at S7/trOean DPAV required
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
EXPIMIDICED nerwont
Call 441-4656
ADMIN1STRATORS/TECHNCIANS
Business Environment Cleaners
’TANDEM
1585 N. Fourth St. OM, S.J.
Senict UNIX network adrnnistrator.
hands-on experience UNIX client/
THE PRINCETON REVIEW is now server systems-NIS. NES, DNS, Sin
hiring bright, dynamic people to Workstations Program in C, C
teach SAT preparabon curses. Part & Bourne Shell. troubleshoot,
time. Starting pay: $14.00 hourly. assist, train, advise $15.00/h.
Call after 3prn, 1 -8002-REVIEW.
Expenenced network technician install 8, configure PC/MAC workCOPECPERMOIMegft Sped & Coke stations using NT Windows,
Some Bindery work. Experience Walla* 95, TIP/P stacks, drivers,
preferred but will tram. Full or part peripherals. Troubleshoot hardrose.
time evenings. Must be reliable, software. server- S13.75/hr.
depsxlable detail waited. nasal *801Jc:be-PT school year, FT other.
able to work well with others, and * ramified gel imam lo Dick Sillan,
enjoy fast paced environment. Fax Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485.
resume to 4092770706 or apply E-mail: rsillandiemaitsjsu.edu
in person at AnzaGraphix, 2 N. Fax: 924-3883. Call: 9249928.
Market St. (downtown San Jose)
WAITRESS WANIIIDNO EAP REQ.
408277-0700.
Sushi Mania, located in Camden.
2 TEACHERS WEEDED for school P/T Dinner, 4:309:00, Sun.-Tue.
age program. A split shift: 6:30 Good tips. call 406265.3929.
9:00em & 1:30-6:00pm. Also
afternoon 243on, 12 ECE required.
Excellent salary & benefits. Call
Michelle 408/997-1980.
SUINIT11UTES.PLIDUNLE HOURS
Small World Schools is hiring sub
staute teachers for our 13 day
care centers. Units in ECE, Rec,
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. These
may be completed or you can be
currently enrolled. This is a great
Position for students. We can work
around your school schedule.
esen if you are only mailable 1o2
afternoons. Cal 4083791203 00.
YMCA NOW HIRING
Directors and Teachers
for School-age and Preschool
Child Care. Full Time & Pert Tlrne.
8-15 ECE or related units. For
more info call Mary 2989888.
VALET PAMIRS - P/T, nghts &
weekends for private parties in
Los Getos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service
experience, arid desire to serve
People. Polite, well groomed,
and professional attitude only.
19 years+. $5.75/hour. + tips.
Cal Mike, 800-825-3871.
$ EARN ORRA CASH $
up to $120/week?
Become a Sperm Donor.
males, 19.34 years old.
(kits.
H
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, PA-F, 8-5pm.
BARTENDER TRAINER NUM
Earn to $25.00/1w salary tips.
Students neeid riSe Immediate
yea RII-Ome/pert-time openings.
Cell today 1-415-988-9933.
International Bartenders School.

the subject of hot debate.

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282

DELI COUNTER PERSON NEEDED WERE HIRING! Divy sad evening
Mon. thru Sat. Part-time.
positions. Apply in person, 2-4pm.
Heidi’s European Deli, 629.5400. Mon.-Thur. The Old Spaghetti
Blossom Hill Rd. near IBM.
Factory, 51 N. San Pedro. Si.
EARN $1.1 TO $15 PER HOUR
Delivery people needed.
Flexible hours- work as little as 5
hours per week. Take home $S.
Pizza A Go-Go. 2800707.

the Earth’s atmosphere. Usually,
the stars are too far away to do any
damage and the radiation is harmlessly absorbed by the ozone layer.
Occasionally twin or binary stars
collide close to Earth, producing
devastating effects. Dar s theory is
"a credible idea," Schramm said.
The dinosaurs’ demise has been

TEACHER/MOOS/REC. LEADERS
Elementary school-age recreation
program. P/T from 2-6pm, M -F
during the school year, turns into
F/T (o P/T) during summer camp
program. Excellent salary. Los
SAN JOSE UM
REETAUIWIT/NIGHTCLUB
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
Seeking motivated individuals for Call Janet at 354-8700x23.
the following positions:
. Management .Kitchen Manager,
SECURITY
Kitchen Staff "Line Cooks,
F/T & P/T, Will Train
Administrative Assistant Food
Day, Swing and Grave Shifts
Servers Bus Persons Cocktail
Permanent & Short Term Jobs
Servers "Maintenance Supervisor
Walker Security Services
Bartenders Host/Hostess
408.2474827.
*Door Staff Cashiers
If you’re outgoing, personable, GET PAID WELL TO VISIT
enthusiastic, intelligent arid fun to Flexible Interesting Fun
be around?
& lucrative adventures.
Call Mats [Nigger, 291-2234
See howl Request your
orapply in person
exclusive free info package.
Monday-Friday 10am -6pm.
Ca11:408-793-5106 voice mail.
PaidVisitsdaol.com
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asan TRAVEL ANIOAD AND WOW Make
couples need you help to conceive. up to 525445/hr. teaching basic
Can you help? Ages 21-29, conversational English in Japan
non-smoker, healthy & respond*. Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
$3,000 stipend aid exposes pad background or Asian languages
Oths ethries also needed. Fame required. For information call:
WWFC 1-51043209495.
1-206-971-3570 ext. J60415.
KldsPark TEACHER, PT/FT
at a high quality, licensed drop-in
play center for 2-12 year olds.
Minimum 6 ECE units required.
Flexible day, evening & weekend
hours. Benefits wail. Cane Cy or cal
Soith San Jose
Near Oakridge Mall
281-BMO
West Sanlose
Near Valley Fair
985-2599
Fremont
At the HUB
510-7929997
MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER
Positive, self-motivated,
service oriented people are
needed to fill positions as
Lurch Servers, Dinner Servers,
Hostesses, and Bussers.
Please apply at
1181 E. Calaveras Blvd.
between 2:00pm - 4:00pm.

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs 9am-9pm. Downtown
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly SS plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.
$1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
Tree. At Hone. Toll Ree 1-800-218.
9000 ext T-2236 for Listings.
WORM AROUND SCHOOL HOURS
"Retail Sales & Customer Service
Part -Time or Fulaime
Internships/Academic credit poss
100 Corporate Scholarships
awarded this school year!

FOR RENT

.........

STARTING PAY $12.50
"No experience necessary
"Complete training provided
"Call (408)2806195.

CORPORATE CATERING
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car. Call 998.3463 now.

108 OPENINGS""
Elec. engineer
Warehouse Clerk
Testing/Technician
Office Administrative
Elec./Mech. Assembly
Sales/Customer support
Call 408.942.8866
Electra’s’ Rating Sevces, Inc. BX
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas.
(2nd Fl.) (Hwy 693, eat Landess he
east. turn left at Clew lake ke.)

III RAISE YOUR GRADES III
SJSU 4.0 GPA students share their
secrets! Benefit from their expen
encel NEW Self-tutoring Techniques! For booklet, send $4.99+
.99 S&H to SYNERGIX, Dept SD
1794 Fiala Cadas. San Jose, CA
95132.

AUTOS FOR SALE

WANTED

FOR NATICNAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Peint your ad hank Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8. spaces between words,

mm mm
OCIDDEOCIDEIDEEEIEDODEIDOEIDEIDOOE11110
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OCIOCIDOODOODOOMEIIIIDEJDOODODEID=E1
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Ad Retain 3-line minimum
One
TWO
Dm/
plias
$7
3 Ones
MI
$S
4 lines
$11
$7
IS,..
$9
$10
$S
IS,..
for
each additional line
$I

Three
Days
$9
$IO
$11
$12

Fair
Del’s
$11
$12
$13
$14

After IMMO day, rate licareasee by 81 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 addrtonal wrxds available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 kw: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Ay it Slag

Please check
one classification:
*niche

Send check or money order la

Opadan 1:=Clasallleda
Ilan kw
San Jam CA INIU1=
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente Hall. Room 203
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
E PA ads are prepaid III No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive jX.blications dates only

OU111111011111 CALL 1400) 1014277

HEALTH & BEAUTY
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis is the answer!!
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 9939033.
MonSat./ Free Cons./ Eve appts.
All Students Receive 20% Discount.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
WORD PROCESSING
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
PROFESSIONAL Word PrOC4111111g
Your own probe or disposable.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini cr micro
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
247-7466.
cassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
MEN WOMEN
Almaden/Branham area. Call PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Linda 408-264-4504.
or using chemicals. Let us permaEXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. nently remove your unwanted hair.
Science & English papers/theses Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
our specialty. Laser printing. Tummy etc. Students & faculty
APA. Turabian and other formats. receive 15% discount. First appt.
Resumes, editing, graphics 1/2 price if made before 12-31-96.
and other services available on Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
either WordPerfect or Word. Campbell Ave. *17, Campbell.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
(406) 379-3500.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-0449.
SUZANNE’S
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Word Processing and Editing
Academic/Bus. Work Accepted.
Reports Theses MLA/TURAB
Expert In APA Format
WP5.1/6.0-Laser Printer -Fax
7 days a week 7am 9pm
(510)489-9794 (Bus/Residence)
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE.

INSURANCE
AUTO, UREA HEALTH
Farmers Insurance Group
Save Money- Compare our rates
Pay by the Month
Special Student Discounts
Foreign Student Drivers Welcome
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE QUOTE
Maxtxnn & Harem 403/3E6-9823
408/777-7960

TO1O’S Word Processing Senior
ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
Powerpoint presentations
*Color output
VERY LOW RATES
Call Todayl 408.7233113

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Divers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
MOVING SOON?!
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Let HEIANG HAND Man Assarnoe *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED’
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term "Good Student" "Family Marco"
do the work for you!
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Professional movers & packing
Rea/nes, At Formats, Specializing
FREE QUOTE
Free wardrobes with move
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
NO HASSLE
Free insurance
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yin Eqz
NO OBUGATION
low cost boxes/pecking maternal
WP 5.1/HPLaser. PAM’S
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
"Local & Long Distance
Two locations to serve the Bay Areal PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCES9NG,
247 2681. Barn 8pm
Saratoga 308-0113
Santa Clara 951-4074

1976 DATSUN 8210 New tires, oil MUTING HELP. Fast professional
change. 4 sot, stereo. Looks & runs editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
great.
4.750/obo. 4087237109. Essays. letters, application
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
statements, proposals, reports.
Great for Students.
etc. For more info, please call
SEIZED CARS from $175.
F/T or P/T. Al shifts.
Porsches, Cadalacs, Chaos, Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, VISA/MasterCard. FAX. EMell.
Cal or apply ri parson. Mon-Sun 7-7.
408286.5880. 555 D Madan he. GREAT 10BI GREAT PEOPLE! 4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1.ParTenccr, A leading telecommunications 800-218 9000 ext. A 2236 for
Between San Cantos
Peed the Cad at Panty Sloe. SJ. company located in north San current listings.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Jose is seeking 1) customer
service representatives and 2)
BICYCLE MESSENGER
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
sales people. Many positions
SPORTS/THRILLS Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
open. Hours 10am-4pm or 39pm.
Great for Students!
Scholarship Resource Services.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Serving Downtown Sanlose. 20+ hours weekly. $6+ hourly.
self.
There is nothing compared to
Inner City Express.
406261-8676
Commissions. Must be
the exhilaration experienced by
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. motivated. No experience ok.
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLEI
Will train. Bilingual preferred.
Freda, Turbine Aircraft.
Millions of dollars in public and
Call for David H. 408/4418600
$ AIRUNCI HIRING $
All areas. No exp nec. Call now or Fax 408/4419988.
SJSU student owned & operated. private sector scholarships 8,
for job list 8, application details
grants are now available. ALL
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
(408) 7935222. 24 hrs
STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE -_,tu
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
1-510-534-7575.
den! financial Services nrogarc
Earn up to $2,000./month
working on Cruise Ceps or Land.
will help you get your fair chair.
Cal 1900263649F, ex: F6i)417
Tour companies Woria navei
CAMPUS CLUBS
Seasonal & full-time employment
Certain advertisements In
available. No experience neces PARK CITY UTAH /AN. 5-11th.
these mamma mm refer the
sary. For information call SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB.
COMPUTERS ETC.
reader to specific Isisphone
$439. includes air. 5 nights fun
1-206.971 3550 ext C60417.
for
numbers or eddr
condo stay, 4 out of 5 day lift CLASSROOM COMPUTER CO.
additional Information.
3549 Haven Ave. CH
MOM MIME READMO BOOKS pass, hot tubbing & more! Call
Cleseleed modem Medd be
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free Mark 408/292 0955
Menlo Park, CA 94025
rendeeNd
Minn miring
Ph: (800) 8005115
1800-218-9000 eat R 2236 for
Vise. hither contects, they
FM: (415) 3061120
Listings.
should require complete
Refurbished Computers
ANNOUNCEMENTS
IntormstIon before sending
SCHOOL SPECIALS
money for goods ar **Mess.
Mac SE & Classic
STUDOET DENTAL PLAN I
In addltfon, readers should
Only $5700 per year.
LC II. LC Ill
owebely Inveigle% all Ilins
Save NA 60%
Performa 475
SIMPLE BASS PLAYER WANTED
emplownent Seth.
for rock group We have a CD and
on your dental needs.
PowerMacs
samisens for discount
record company interest Please
For info call 1 800655.3225,
Inkjet Printers
teeetlone or merdiendlse.
call Ed 408/279-8422
Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

VOLUNTEERS
CRYTEAM YOUTH OUTREACH is
looking for volunteers to save as
Bible Club leaders, tutors, big
brothers/sisters, camp counselors and coaches. Consider join
ing our team by contacting Fran
Lewis. Phone: 232-5600x5788.
Email: flewisOcityleam.org

TUTORINQ

MUSH TUTOR
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER
Speaking, Reading and Writing
5 Minute walk to campus
Newly furnished rooms
Credentialed Teacher
"Well-equipped student kitchen
Call Jessica (40EI) 978-8034.
"Computer & study rooms
"Laundry room
*Parking
SERVICES
Arnerican & International Students
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a tour. TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
360 S. 11th St. (Between San Carlos typing needs. Reports, Resumes,
& San Salvador).
Cover Letters. 408-441-7461.
Pick up and delivery options.
1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON $695.
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet, PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
sober & financially responsible accepting students who wish to
required. 551 & 553 So, 6th St. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
William @ 408-292-1890.
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
21116151. MAMMA% $880/160. any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock.
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Security type building
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Secure Parking
Close In
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Modem Building
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Laundry Room
Metaphysical, Astrological, MediVillage Apts. 576 S. 5th St
(408) 295-6893.
tation Classes. Gnostic Western
Tradition. Call (408) 978-8034.
LARGE HOUSE FOR RENT
8 Bdrm, 5 Bath, Parking,
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Storage, TV Room. Study Room, subject. Why suffer and get poor
530 S. Sixth St. 253-2449.
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
FOR IALE
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
OE MINI REFRIGERATOR/
FREEZER. Six months old.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
$100. 736-9881.
Chinese & other languages
GREAT NEW DISCOVERY that spoken. Foreigners welcome!
cleans your car quicker?! New OWII For free tips, tools and ideas on
WASH-MATE, Call 14330.758.7016. how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Websae
WEB PAGE DESIGN!
at http://sws.acl-plus.com
Regular e-mail: acienetcom.com
Software Training Cd’s I
Call for free phone consultation:
www.websketch.com
Call now I 408-231-2212.
(415) 521505015...ank lor

_Campus Clubs" _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Shared Housing.
_Red Estate
_Events"
_Announcements _Services*
_Lost and Found** _Health/8eauty
_Sports/Thrills"
_Volunteers*
_Insurance
or Sale*
Autos For Sale* _Entertanment*
__Computers Etc" _Travel
_Tutoring"
_Wanted*
__Word Processing
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Faculty: Compensation issues
From page 1
department and Ken Peter of the
political science department will
set the stage as various faculty
members voice their concerns over
GSU compensation issues.
Other speakers will include
Steve van Beek and Roy Christman
of the political science department; Kathleen Densmore of secondary education; Hien Duc Do,
Henry Gutierrez and Patricia Hill
of the social science department;
John Engel] of the English department; Timothy flegstrom of corn [Milli( allot) studies; and ionathan
Roth of the history deparunent.
Compensatioo issues and how
they relate to diveisity issues will be
discussed as well r I ompensation
of junior fat tilt
md retention
issues, Whitlat Ii aid. "’he main
reason we are haking the fa c ’thy
compensation heal ings is be( arise
the c iiriipei isatil Ii s hedule for the
junior faculty ha% really been
destroyed," Whitlau it said.
"there is now no way junior fac-

ulty can be assured of regular step
increases as before, which makes it
difficult to recruit and retain good
people, Whitlatch said. "Many of
the best and the brightest go elsewhere, and SJSU students don’t
benefit from their teaching."
Up for discussion will be "housing allowances, regular salary
increases and other ways of developing alternative strategies to the
Performance Salary Step Increases
(PSSIs), which no one is very
happy with," Whidatch said. "A faculty member might conic here and
the way the new PSSIs work is that
there are a very small number for
all faculty," she said.
Though PSSIs are intended to
improve the quality of education,
there is little evidence that they are
working, Whitlatch said. "Because
few people get them, instead of
encouraging
teamwork,
they
encourage divisiveness." PSSIs
encourage people to maximize
their own individual accomplishments that are easy to document,

rather than team teaching, which
Whitlatch says is difficult to document.
CFA members were unhappy
with salary provisions in ratifying
the proposed 1996-’97 faculty
salary and benefits package in
September. At that time, Whitlatch
said that, for every hour a faculty
member spends in the classroom,
two to three hours are spent in
preparation, counseling, advising
and other university services. "The
PSS1 looks to most people that
they (CSU) are just saving money,
not rewarding faculty for doing a
tremendousjob."
According to Whidatch, an independent agency that performs
such evaluations in California,
claims that "SJSU is between nine
and 11 percent behind faculty
compensation at other California
universities." Besides that, cost of
living hasn’t kept up with inflation,
making it difficult for faculty and
potential faculty to buy houses
here, she said.

future.
Another possibility is that websites stu h as his could
provide a migration path for internet cruisers to
taseri said.
lx-corne interested in MSC,
at
Mmitaseri’s website ( an be at
http://medi.poppe.com/-compel 48

Shooting suspect arraigned
Anorialed Pro..

A judge on Monday set a lan. 21
lal date for Rolxit Gterniningier,
who is a« used of killing a shojAifting sump«. t fleeing horn .1 se( tirity
guarciat a shopping mall.
Glen’ iii i ii ger, five on $1 million
liail, pleaded intim ent to the oct.
21 slaying din ing bi it hearing iri
Super Mr
Santa Clara (
Court. II omit red of tht
tinddegree murder liar gr. lie
be semen( ed to I-. veals to life in
prison.
Meanwhile, the l.uiiuils ill vit 11111

Anthony Gilbert denoun«.t1 what
.rit
they called preferential ire:
for the former San Jose firefighter.
Greniminger entered and lef
court through side hallways, avoiding ( ’Albert’s lair iilv arid reporters.
"Anthony is dead, Sit they keep
It eating Mr.
einminger as if he
were the vii imi," said Rodney
Moote, a lawyer representing
Gilbert’s family in a multimillion
dollar lain) against duCt its. of San
lose over the slum King.
Brit Sgt. Jim Al ala, p1 okesinan
11,1 the Santa (Ina comity

Sheriff ’s I kpai intent, ’,shit Ii handles «mit se( ill It’,, said the de( iS1011 WaS Made
let GI eininingei
use special passageways because
"tensions welt. I ututittig very high
in the Cl lilt flit CI1M Wel the I atie.
01
Ben
Gremminger,
Lomond, is a« used if slit )(King
Gilbert, 30, in the head outside ilit.
Great :Mall of the Bay Area in
Milpitas. Pohl e sas ( albeit NaN (II
5111p, awa% I
a Si: in Its guard
wilt. had ap)i (tat lied Iiiin all(I
or ht.! Melt al/0111 .1 51151)el tett theft
it the mall.

A

From pogo 1
Standing before the Peralta
Adobe, San Jose’s oldest structure,
Johnson spoke of preserving the
city’s historic sites and referred to
SJSU’s plan to renovate the old
Scheller House on campus to use
for university functions.
Though the city may not always
have done the best of jobs,
Johnson said, "We are really interested in preserving the history of
San Jose. The (San Jose State)
University has now declared an
interest in restoration of the
Scheller House."
The
Scheller
House
was
designed in 1904 by Theodore
Lenzen, San Jose’s most prominent architect of the 1860s.
Refreshments and entertain-

ment were as diverse as the celebrants. San Pedro Square restaurants provided refreshments from
sandwiches.
pizza
to
tea
Councilwoman Blanca Alvarado
described the musicians of the
Andrew Hill High School marching band as examples of unity and
diversity
Besides the band, Spanish
dancers in colorful costumes provided diverse entertainment. Also
entertaining was the Vietnamese
Cultural dance group, Ve Nguon,
of Sylvandale Middle School; and
an African-American vocalist, Joyce
Randolph, of the Antioch Baptist
Church.
"I’ve got a little bit of everything
in me," said Steve Yniguez of San
Jose, "French, Italian, Austrian,
English and Spanish."

Yniguez said he enjoyed the celebration but would like to see it
held on a Saturday next year, so
more people may attend.
Founders Week was sponsored
by the City of San Jose, the San
Jose Historical Museum and
Association, and SJSU’s history
department. Earlier Founders
Week activities included a lecture,
’The History of Alta California," at
Santa Clara University and "San
Jose and the West: A Teaching
Symposium," sponsored by SJSUes
history department.
Alvarez reminded people of one
final Founders Week activity.
"From today until the end of next
week, there is an exhibit in the
lobby of city hall celebrating our
birthday," she said.

Mother Teresa critical
Doctors hopeful
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CALCUTTA, India (AP)
Mother Teresa was in critical condition and using an oxygen mask
Monday but the hospital said the
86-year-old hUh was alert and
cheerful.
Doctors were worried about the
condition of her kidneys and lungs
following a heart attack and artery
surgery, but still were optimistic
that she would recover enough to
return to her work of caring for
the poor.
"I am vt.1 y hopeful and I am
sure Mother will survive," said Dr
Patricia Aukuiel, one of seven doctors treating her, hut added that
her kidneys were not working well
because her heart had been malItinc tioning for several months.
The hlispital switchboard was
jammed all afternoon alter 1111111 irs
swept Cak lit ha that Mother Teresa
had died, said Dr. Devi Shetty,
hid I ,It di. isingeon at the B.M.
Bir la Retieaft h Center While
TIll’,
11,1111(11 angit,plastv surgery
II
die Roman Catholic nun last
v,eek
Malting,’ Mother Teresa WaS still
1151%41
( out
physit rails said
their vier e signs of tecoverv.
INK tors have emphasimd that she

has impressed them before with
her rebounds from what seemed
to be fatal ailments.
"She is an exceptional person,"
Shetty told reporters. "Partly with
her willpower and partly with the
expertise and the treatment at the
center, she will recover soon."
Still, he added that this recovery
is not going to be as fast as Mother
Teresa s other ones because of her
advanced age.
Her urine output improved
Monday, indicating that her kidneys were performing better, doctors said.
She sat on her chair and read
the Bible for one hour, received
two senior Indian leaders Vice
President K.R. Narayanan and
West Bengal state’s governor,
Raghunath Reddy for two minutes and was cheerful, the hospital
said in a statement.
"Continuous monitoring and
support are being given so that
other organs do not deteriorate
while the heart is recovering," the
hospital said. "Mother is still not
our of danger mid complications
still may happen."
A later hospital statement said
the nun was "alert and claiperauve
with the dot ttirs," ate chit ken
soup and toast for lum h and slept

most of the afternoon.
Mother Teresa suffered a chest
infection and pneumonia in
August, further weakening her
lungs. She was using an oxygen
mask Monday and doctors were
administering antibiotics.
After feeling well enough to b..)
home Saturday, she slipped back
into critical condition Sunday.
On Monday, doctors told her
she would have to work hard to
recover. "Is that my duty? So I will,"
the nun told Dr. Aubanel.
Doctors reprogrammed a pacemaker implanted in 1989 to
strengthen her heartbeat, but postponed planned drug treatment to
make the heartbeat more regular
because her condition had worsened.
In Calcutta, where Mother
Teresa lives and works, children
and adults prayed for her. At an
orphanage managed by the
Missionaries of Charity, about 50
children joined 300 nuns in a special Mass Monday moniing.
The 1979 Nobel Peace Prize
winner suffered a mild heart attack
on Nov. 22. and has been hospitalized ever since. It is her fourth hospitalization this year alone the
second foi heart problems. Two
others were for injuries from falls.
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OF ( OURSES:

Art
Biology
Business
Information Systems
Chemistry

( ommunication Studies
Computer
Information Systems
Drama
Economics

English
liistory
Math
Music
Natural Science

Philosophy
Physical Education
Political Science
Psychology
Social Science
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